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It’s a pretty safe bet to assume that I’ll never meet Mr. James Crudup of Forest, Mississippi. That’s
alright. I’ve already learned something.  Jimmy Crudup pioneered surgical techniques and educated
the men and women who would use them from his lab at the University of Michigan. Not only did Mr.
Crudup teach generations of future surgeons, but he was a forerunner in the humane treatment of
laboratory animals. His job before coming to U of M? He was driving a truck for the Clipert Brick
Company, which operated during the 1950′s out of Inkster, Michigan. Mr. Crudup needed a job in
1959 and U of M needed someone to run the newly established animal research lab. With a high
school education and a lot of hours of dedication, Crudup built up the research lab, but also taught
himself the principles and techniques needed to perform complex surgery. By reading medical
school surgical texts and observing surgery in action, Jimmy Crudup built a unique career as not
only a lab researcher but mentor and educator to three decades of surgeons. He retired to
Mississippi in 1989 and now looks after his neighbors and fixes the things in life that need repair.
His name appears on numerous published studies and the University honors it’s most
accomplished chief surgical residents with an award bearing James Crudup’s name and likeness.
All of that after going from truck driver to having to quickly learn the names of the basic surgical
instruments. Could you or I do that? A question for the ages, that points toward Mr. Crudup’s
character, work ethic and intuitiveness. After seeing a Bob Dotson MSNBC feature on Crudup and
reading his story, I began thinking of the way we look at mentors, silently thanking those who
schooled me, and looking toward what I can do for others with the gifts God has bestowed upon me.

When I graduated from culinary school, I was invincible. For several minutes, in fact. I suppose many
people feel that way after college. Walking into a first kitchen (and second and third), I learned the
time honored lesson: make friends with the dish washers. Seriously. Nobody knows more about the
kitchen than the salty dishdogs behind the pot sink. Learn their language, watch how they hold a
knife when someone calls in sick and they’re pressed into service as prep cooks. It took me a long
time to get this, because I was hung up on my rinky-dink Le Cordon Bleu diploma hanging on the
wall at home. I might have thrown it into the drawer, because people teach cooks, not diplomas. I
learned from the day prep cooks and dishers that it doesn’t matter who you are, life provides great
teachers in plain clothes. Jimmy Crudup wasn’t in my industry, but the lesson persists: Learn,
Create, Work, Mentor, Give.

I have been committed for the past several years to lending an ear to younger employees and giving
unsolicited wisdom that comes from working with food (off and on) since I was 11 years old. I no
longer worry about the success part. It’s all about the quality of work and wisdom, using the gifts I’ve
been given.
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